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Joe Celko's Thinking in Sets:  Auxiliary, Temporal, and Virtual Tables in SQLMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
THIS BOOK DEALS with the use of various kinds of SQL programming techniques that make use of tables rather than procedural code. I have been telling people that the biggest obstacle to learning SQL is unlearning procedural programming, but saying that does not show someone who has been thinking in fi les and procedural code his or her entire career...
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Creating Web Pages SimplifiedVisual, 2011

	The easiest way to learn how to create a Web page for your family or organization


	Do you want to share photos and family lore with relatives far away? Have you been put in charge of communication for your neighborhood group or nonprofit organization? A Web page is the way to get the word out, and Creating Web Pages...
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Medical Imaging in Clinical TrialsSpringer, 2014

	In the last few years the use of medical imaging has increased exponentially in routine clinical practice. This has been reflected in a rapidly increasing use of medical imaging in clinical trials, through all phases. More recently this has culminated in a number of inter-disciplinary meetings with the various stake holders, including the...
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The Unified Process Transition and Production Phases : Best Practices in Implementing the UPCMP Books, 2001
Is the Unified Process the be all and end all standard for developing object-oriented component-based software? This book is the final in a four volume series that presents a critical review of the Unified Process. The authors present a survey of the alte

This book, the last in a four-volume series, offers a critical review of the UP and...
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Design Engineering: A Manual for Enhanced CreativityCRC Press, 2007
As with any art, science, or discipline, natural talent is only part of the equation. Consistent success stems from honing your skills, cultivating good techniques, and hard work. Design engineering, a field often considered an intuitive process not amenable to scientific investigation, is no exception. Providing descriptive theory, broad context,...
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Technology Scorecards: Aligning IT Investments with Business PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Are you dissatisfied with your business software? You're not alone. Fully 75% of organizations believe their business software is not meeting expectations. The letdown, or failure, of the technology cannot be pinned on the technology itself. Successful implementation of technology involves the integration of People, Processes, Technologies, and...
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The Big OrdealRiver Grove Books, 2021

	Coping with cancer is hard. It is an emotional ordeal as well as a physical one, with known and somewhat predictable psychological responses. And yet, patients often feel isolated and alone when dealing with the stress, anxiety, depression, and existential crises so typical with a cancer diagnosis.The Big Ordeal, written in collaboration with a...
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Capability Cases : A Solution Envisioning ApproachAddison Wesley, 2005
BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN BUSINESS  VISION AND SOFTWARE SOLUTION

Both IT organizations and business leaders recognize the urgent  importance of aligning technology solutions with enterprise strategy. But  they've struggled to do so... until now. Capability Cases represents a...
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Fundamentals of the Physics of Solids: Volume 1: Structure and DynamicsSpringer, 2007
"This first volume a ] focuses on crystal structure and lattice dynamics. a ] provides a substantial amount of theoretical material at an advanced graduate level. a ] There is more material here than can be covered in a single semester, and this book is more detailed than the well-known books a ] . This volume would be most attractive for a...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2009

	This book and its prequel—Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Querying—cover advanced T-SQL querying, query tuning, and programming in Microsoft SQL Server 2008. They are designed for experienced programmers and DBAs who need to write and optimize code in SQL Server 2008. For brevity, I’ll refer to the books as T-SQL...
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Six Sigma Tool Navigator: The Master Guide for TeamsProductivity Press, 2003
Six Sigma Tool Navigator is the only lean resource that provides a complete compendium of tools for teams engaged in Six Sigma improvement activities. In addition, it offers actual tools, definitions, and techniques you need to move your organization closer to producing minimal defects. Six Sigma Tool Navigator...
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Practical Reliability Engineering and Analysis for System Design and Life-Cycle SustainmentCRC Press, 2010

	In today’s sophisticated world, reliability stands as the ultimate arbiter of quality. An understanding of reliability and the ultimate compromise of failure is essential for determining the value of most modern products and absolutely critical to others, large or small. Whether lives are dependent on the performance of a heat shield or...
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